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  Meetings 
The Club holds informal gatherings at 8pm on the 
first Wednesday of each month, except January, at 
the Colonel Light Gardens RSL, enter off Dorset 
Ave. Assemble at 7.30 for a pre-meeting chat. The 
only formal club meeting is the Annual General 
Meeting, held on the first Wednesday in July each 
year. 
Wednesday 1st  August. There will be no normal 
gathering at the RSL, instead, we will be having a 
movie and supper night on Wednesday 8th August. 

Please refer to the flyer elsewhere in the Bulletin. 
This will also double as our monthly outing. 
Wednesday 5th September. We are hoping to 
bring you a very interesting evening of 
entertainment with a talk by Don LeBusque and 
Fred Jones about the restoration of the Belsize. 
Wednesday 3rd Ocober. Darryl Grey will talk to 
us about all things Renault. 
Wednesday 7th November. Larry Clarke will 
entertain us with Veteran Bike moving pictures. 

  A gentle reminder 
The club has for sale, our very own mugs, with the car logo on one side, and the motorcycle logo on the 
other.  Very good quality, and at a bargain price of $10 each. 
We also have some new windscreen stickers, which now have a white background, priced at $1 each. 
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 Chairman’s Annual Report 
Once again I am privileged to deliver my annual report for the Veteran Car Club of South Australia. 
In spite of a couple of setbacks early in the year, I claim that the last 12 months have been hugely 
successful. 
The weekend in Nuriootpa was an unqualified success.  It seems the short distances travelled and “more 
time to mingle” combination was a great hit with the rally-goers.  The good news is that there will be 
another one next year, so start planning for it now.  Our thanks to the organising Committee. 
Membership numbers continue to increase.  Personally I do not see this as a gauge of the success of our 
Club, but simply an indication that we are doing something right.  The success may be more accurately 
judged by the number of members who are involved in the Club activities, and using this as a yardstick we 
are, indeed, successful.  Attendance at both the evening gatherings and the Sunday morning runs makes me 
very proud to be Chairman. 
Proud, yes.   But important?   No.  I am simply the radiator badge, and the Committee is the rest of the car.  
We all know it’s the engine that keeps everything moving, and how extremely fortunate we are to have 
David Chantrell as our motive power.  When Dianne relinquished her Secretaryship 12 months ago, I saw a 
great chasm and no bridge in sight.  “Cometh the hour, cometh the man”.  David has proved to be a tireless 
and very capable secretary and has devoted many, many hours of his time to our cause.  His contribution is 
enormous, and cannot be overrated. 
Naturally, every member of the Committee has contributed to both the veteran car movement in general, 
and our Club in particular, and should be recognised for this.  We are sadly losing Noal from our ranks, and 
thank him for his contribution – family life must, of course, come first.  My sincere thanks to all Committee 
personnel, and let us not forget Cathy, our Minutes Secretary.  We also, as a Club, owe our Membership 
Secretary, Dianne, a great vote of thanks – her contribution goes way beyond just collecting the annual 
subscriptions. 
I made mention earlier of how heartwarming it is to see so many people turn up on a Wednesday evening.  
A special thank you must go to those members who have put on such wonderful entertainment for us over 
the last 12 months.  It’s because you do this that so large a portion of our Membership turns up on a regular 
basis.  Whilst talking about our Wednesday evenings, a big thank you also to the Colonel Light Gardens 
RSL who allow us to use these premises free of charge.  
Thanks too, to Stuart MacDonald who has, with David, spent many hours fine tuning the presentation of the 
proposed Constitution to be voted on tonight.  Most of us have known Stuey long enough to know that if 
he’s happy, it’s got to be right. 
Thanks also to our new Bulletin editor, our very own travelling mechanic, our website operator, our supper 
ladies, and all those of you who assist with the washing-up and putting away the chairs after a meeting. And 
of course, those of you who help each other with restoration work and advice.  As I said earlier, it’s only 
because so many of you become involved that we can claim to be successful.  
 
It’s a wonderful Club to be involved with.   
 
Thank you all and Happy Veteran Motoring, 

 
Howard 

 

 Upcoming events 
Wednesday 8th August Movie and supper at Wallis cinema, Mitcham. 
Sunday 23rd September Display and promotion day at Colonel Light Gardens RSL. 
Thursday 4th October As part of the Bay to Birdwood Motorfest, the VCCSA has organised a run 

through the hills to the Southern Vales wineries.  Full details are available 
from the Federation website. 

Date to be advised Norton Summit Hill Climb 
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  From the Chairman 
I would like to commence my report this month by saying how pleased the Committee is that we can put all 
thoughts of the Club Constitution behind us.  It has occupied a lot of our time (particularly that of our very 
hard-working Secretary, David) over the past 2 years, and from here on we can concentrate on enjoying our 
Veteran cars and bikes, and sharing time with like-minded enthusiasts. 
At the end of last month, I (along with the other Club Registrars and Terry Parker) attended a seminar where 
we were introduced to the new regulations regarding Historic (or Conditional) Registration.  Much of the 
procedure is unchanged, but there are some very important new requirements involving both the vehicle 
owner and the Club, and I urge all members with vehicles registered through our Club to read about these 
changes in this issue of the Bulletin.  The Club will make copies of the booklet issued by the Registrar 
available for members to borrow on request, and at this stage is considering making available, if required, 
Statutory Declarations suitable for our purpose.  One very important aspect of the new Rules, especially at 
this time of year, is that Registration ceases when Club membership expires, and the new regulations allow 
only a 2 month membership renewal period.  The Club allows a 3 month period of grace for membership 
renewal, so it is very important that owners of vehicles registered under the scheme renew their membership 
by the end of August each year. 
Don’t forget our “Movie and Supper” evening on Wednesday, 8th August – please telephone me (on 8272 
0594) before Monday 6th August to register your interest, with people numbers, so we can notify the 
caterers.  Further details are printed elsewhere in this Bulletin. 
As you have all been notified, the September meeting has been declared a Special General Meeting for the 
election of the Committee. Members will be advised of those people standing for office prior to the cut-off 
date. 
That’s about all for this month. 
 
Happy Veteran Motoring, 

Howard 
 
 

 From the Secretary 
Since our Annual General meeting the club has been quiet as we have had no run due to the weather. As 
mentioned in previous “Bulletins” and in “The Advertiser” we are organising a movie night at the Mitcham 
Cinema to see “The Sapphires”. The cost is a very reasonable $15 per head including supper, pay on the 
night. Please forward your intention of attending to Howard, Di or I so that we have some idea of numbers 
to cater for supper. 
We have received the revised changes to the Historic Registration. The booklet is the most impressive piece 
of printing I have seen in many a year and now I know where my tax dollars are being spent. We have a 
couple of club copies of the “Code of Practice For Historic Vehicles, Prescribed Left Had Drive Vehicles 
and Street Vehicles Under The Conditional Registration Scheme” (I am not joking, that is the official title) 
for view at our future gatherings. If you borrow it please return it for somebody, the next person to read. A 
copy will be given to each of our registrars. 
The next Veteran 1 and 2 Cylinder Rally for 2014 is planned for South Australia. Our committee has been 
approached by the SCC to join the organising committee. I for one have yet to understand how this may 
work as the VCCSA were openly denied membership, a while ago, to the AVCCA organising body, but it is 
being given due consideration and its possible implications or benefits to our club. 
During the winter closure it seems to be nearly spring time for our upcoming rally season. Entry forms are 
now available for the “Bay to Birdwood Run” on 30th September. I for one wrote to my local Member of 
Parliament Jay Weatherill outlining my concerns about the possibility of the non road closure from TTG to 
Birdwood. I hope that everybody else has taken the opportunity to express their opinion to our duly elected 
representatives. 
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Throughout the B2B period is the Motorfest, of which the VCCSA is organising an event on Thursday 4th 
October. However with 2 weeks of events through this period please have a look at the “Motoring Menu” 
and I am sure there will be something interesting that will encourage you to participate in at least one event. 
Entry forms are also out now for the “London to Brighton Down Under Rally” on 28th October. Being the 
25th Anniversary the event promises a huge turnout and should be excellent; as it is every year. 
 
Kind regards, 

David Chantrell 
 

 From the Membership Secretary 
This month we are delighted to welcome our newest Member, Cathy Jackson.  Cathy has been involved in 
the Club since its inception, volunteering her time each month as the Minute Secretary for Committee 
meetings.  She has now been accepted as our latest Member and we hope she will enjoy her membership, 
and see the Club as a source of pleasure, not just a “chore”. 
Membership renewals are continuing to arrive, but I would urge everyone who has not yet paid to send them 
asap.  Howard and I are off to Ipswich early in September for the National Rally, and I would like to get as 
many renewals as possible finalised by then.  I also remind Members that I require a completed Subscription 
Renewal form with each payment, to enable me to update the Members Only copy of the Membership list 
(with each Members permission), and also to keep the vehicle register current.  This is now more important 
than ever with the new Registration regulations.  It is especially important for those Members with vehicles 
registered through the Club to get their renewals in quickly. 

Dianne  
 
 

 

SPECIAL MOVIE NIGHT 

WEDNESDAY 8
th

 AUGUST 

 
 
 

Instead of our normal gathering at the RSL, Tim Rettig has arranged a special pre-release screening of the 
movie “The Sapphires” on the second Wednesday 8th August. 
It is an acclaimed Australian movie about 4 aboriginal sisters who sing for the troops in Vietnam in 1968.  
A supper has been arranged after the show in the Mitcham Wallis complex. 
Be there at 7pm – the movie starts at 7.15pm - $15 per person for the movie and supper.  Bring your 
partners and feel free to invite some friends.  Please advise Howard Filtness of numbers before August 6th, 
to allow for catering requirements.  Phone 8272 0594 and leave a message if Howard is not home.  
Remember it’s the second Wednesday.   
As this movie has not yet been released, it has no censorship classification. 
 
At the time of going to print, we have not received many indications of who is coming.  Please don’t be 
backward in coming forward, it will be a wonderful night out. 
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 Veteran Toorak Tractor 
One of our members previously had Land Cruisers and has recently swapped to a Ford Territory.  One needs 
a tow vehicle to take veteran cars to rallies interstate particularly if you have recently discovered the joys of 
robustly constructed American veteran vehicles rather than the petite little European models. 
Given his love for veteran motoring it can only be presumed that he missed the following 2006 Mercedes 
Benz Press release 
Press Release 

Dernburg-Wagen from Daimler Motoren Gesellschaft 
100 years ago: The "Dernburg-Wagen" features all-wheel-drive and even all-wheel steering 
Highly sophisticated design by Paul Daimler 
For everyday use in the colony of German South-West Africa, today's Namibia 
The first all-wheel-drive car for everyday use was built by Daimler-Motoren-Gesellschaft (DMG) in 1907. 
The "Dernburg-Wagen", as it was known, even featured all-wheel steering. It is called after the then 
Secretary of State Bernhard Dernburg who drove many a kilometer in it in Africa the following year. 
In fact the all-wheel-drive history of the company began slightly earlier, in 1903, when Paul Daimler laid 
the foundations for this technology with a first design draft. The first all-wheel-drive vehicle appeared in 
1904, and was quickly followed by others.  
The Dernburg vehicle of 1907 
When placing its production order at the beginning of the last century, the German Colonial Office knew 
precisely what to expect from Daimler-Motoren-Gesellschaft (DMG): a reliable vehicle which would 
withstand long journeys on unmade roads without 
complaint, while offering the flexibility that the 
motor vehicle had already amply demonstrated by 
the beginning of the last century. The engineer 
Paul Daimler, son of the company's founder, was 
chiefly responsible for the design of the new 
vehicle which was finally built as a one-off at the 
factory in Berlin-Marienfelde in 1907. This all-
wheel-drive vehicle was based on a DMG 
commercial vehicle chassis, and had a wheelbase 
of four meters with a track width of 1.42 meters.  
1907-world-first-All Wheel Drive-passenger-car" 
with ground clearance of 32 centimeters was not 
unusually large for the time, as almost all vehicles 
were often used on heavily rutted unmetalled 
roads.  
In 1908 "Allgemeine Automobil-Zeitung" (AAZ) wrote this about Daimler's design: "All higher road 
obstacles are overcome by the robust front and rear axles, and the particularly vulnerable lower section of 
the gearbox housing is enclosed by a strong steel guard between the pressed frame cross-members, which is 
resistant enough to allow the entire frame to bottom." 
The vehicle came on the market for a price of 34,750 Marks. It was fitted with a touring car body having 
two seats on the chauffeur's bench and four seats in the rear. Only the rear passengers had doors, and large 
steps were provided to overcome the entry height of around one meter. Extending almost to the 
front end and mounted on eight poles, a sunshade prevented the driver from being dazzled even when the 
sun was low. A luggage rack was mounted on the back for cases or spare tires, with a further, large luggage 
rack on the roof protected by a tarpaulin. Awnings were affixed below the roof on both sides; these could be 
lowered to enclose the body and protect the occupants from wind, weather and sand."To be sure, this 
Mercedes is not noticeable for its light and elegant construction; it has unmistakable external signs of power 
and endurance,"wrote AAZ, however:"The overall impression of the vehicle has not suffered as result of the 
special requirements." 
Matched to operating conditions with numerous special features 
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With a length of around 4.90 meters and a height of a good 2.70 meters including the roof structure, the 
majestic vehicle weighed around 3.6 tonnes when fully laden with all the special items specified by the 
Colonial Office, such as a particularly heavy-duty clutch and petrol and coolant reserves for tropical 
conditions, replacement parts and tools. 
Despite this the four-cylinder engine performed manfully, delivering a very respectable output of 35 hp (26 
kW) from a displacement of 6786cc (120mm bore x 150mm stroke) at 800 rpm - allowing a maximum 
speed of around 40 km/h on level tarmac. In view of the intended operating conditions, the climbing ability 
made possible by the all-wheel drive was however more important: it was an outstanding 25 percent. The 
vehicle featured permanent all-wheel drive, the engine delivering its power to the four wheels via a 
sophisticated mechanical system. A shaft connected it to the centrally installed gearbox, which had four 
forward gears and one reverse gear. From there prop shafts transferred the torque to the front and rear axle 
differentials, which in turn used bevel gears to split and transfer it to the wheels. 
Mechanical components protected against airborne sand 
The designer Paul Daimler took special precautions to keep airborne sand out of the drive components. 
Many of the joints were packed with lubricating grease to keep sand at bay and prevent rapid wear, but the 
front axle proved to be a real challenge at first: owing to the expected heavy impacts and fine airborne sand, 
it was not possible to use the usual protection for the bevel gears on the wheels, a telescopic system which 
followed the steering movements. Daimler shrouded the vulnerable components with a robust, cylindrical 
sleeve, but because this solution limited the maximum steering angle to just 23 degrees, the vehicle was also 
equipped with steered wheels at the rear to achieve a reasonable turning circle. The rear wheels were also 
encapsulated as a protection against airborne sand. One positive side-effect was that the front and rear axle 
components, including the differentials, wheels and brakes, were of identical construction, which 
considerably simplified the provision of replacement parts. 
The solid steel wheels also served to protect the mechanical components and drum brakes against soiling; 
wheels with wooden (and more rarely steel) spokes were usual at the time, however these would have let 
sand into the drive components. Moreover, spoked wheels would have made it practically impossible for the 
vehicle to free itself after sinking into the sand. The steel wheels were shod with size 930 x 125 pneumatic 
tires, another unusual feature as solid rubber tires were still in widespread use at that time. Presumably Paul 
Daimler made this choice to assist the robust leaf springs in their work in view of the vehicle's high weight. 
Not unusually for the time, only the rear tires carried a tread while the front tires had a smooth surface. The 
tire valve was located on the inside of the wheel so that it was not so exposed to damage. 
The cooling system was specifically configured for the tropical climate, with a larger cooling surface, a 
larger cooling mantle around the cylinders and more coolant - the circuit contained 140 litres in total. In 
addition to the radiator at the front end, a second radiator was mounted on the front bulkhead, enclosing it in 
horseshoe fashion and extending its honeycomb structure into the slipstream. Both radiators were connected 
via two side-mounted water reservoirs, and the heated water had to pass through all the lines and tanks 
before flowing around the cylinders again. "Even in deep sand at only 8 km/h, the cooling system performed 
admirably during a one-hour endurance test,"AAZ reported. 
Source: Source: DaimlerChrysler AG 
 
 
Does anyone know where our member could obtain a “pickelhaube” helmet 
befitting such a magnificent veteran vehicle?  
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 For sale or exchange 
30x3! BE Excelsior tyre and tube. Unused. I bought them as a spare 
for the 2008 London to Brighton. $180. 
30x3! Dunlop square pattern tread BE tyre plenty of tread. Suitable 
for cosmetic spare. Give away  
Two 23x5 Betco 6 ply (Excelsior )Tyres.  Marginal tread left. 
Exchange for 2bottles of red wine. 
Pair of brass shoes for holding a spare tyre fit 30x 3 ! or similar $50. 
Longuemaire carburettor for a stationary engine. Complete $30 
Pair Lucas Black enamelled 3 "” Sidelights  excellent condition twin 
filament bulbs $200 
8 #” W mudguard bolts $10 
Lucas Starter 12V A830 clamp mounted, red wine 
Brolt  Starter 12v  Flywheel housing mounting, red wine 
Nigel Steele Scott  0419838626 ncsscott@ozemail.com.au 
 

 Car storage 
Clean, dry, secure storage for that other car.  Mawson Lakes (northern side of Salisbury Highway). $150 per 
car, per month.  Contact your friendly editor, Tony Beaven on 0407 716 162 
 

 For sale 
De Dion 1912 DH 12 HP 4 cyl. 1600cc Eng.No.8949C         
Extremely rare.  Starts easily and running well.  Owners Manual. 
Used on last Adelaide, London to Brighton run without a problem. 
Restored on a farm some years ago, use as is or further restore to a 
higher standard. 
Comes with a spare engine which needs work.               $13,500. 
Contact Barry Foster 82769558.  Mobile 0447489861 
Email: delfina@tpg.com.au  
 

 An old friend is clearing out his workshop and maggies available are; 
Fellows London ES4 good order $100 
Rotax flange mounted suit Riley, Bean, Bentley unrestored but complete $100 
RB Good order, not broken in the usual place Suit small Amilcar, other European early vintage POA 
Terry Parker 83313445 
 

 Help wanted 
I found your advert on a Google search, as I have located a spare engine and gear box for my 20/60 
Vauxhall at Murray Bridge – would any of your members have experience of a shipper who might pick up 
on a pallet and ship to the UK – apologies it is not a Veteran!. best wishes James Paterson. 
J.A. Paterson & Co. Ltd. 
Manor Farm, Dilham, 
North Walsham, Norfolk,  
NR28 9PZ 
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 Last month’s Mystery car 
Our friend from NSW, John Fryirs, who came to the Barossa Rally in his 
Morris Cowley, says he thinks the mystery car is a 1913 38HP, 6-cylinder 
Lanchester.  He has for many years owned a book, printed in the mid-60’s, 
and there is a photograph in it of one of these cars which he thinks is the 
same. 
 

 This month’s Mystery car 

    
 

 A young man, who was an avid golfer, found himself with a few hours to spare one afternoon. He 
figured that if he hurried and played very fast, he could get in 9 holes before he had to head home. 
Just as he was about to tee off, an old gentleman shuffled onto the tee and asked if he could accompany the 
young man. 
Not being able to say no, he allowed the old gent to join him. 
To his surprise, the old man played fairly quickly. 
He didn’t hit the ball far, but plodded along consistently and didn’t waste much time. 
Finally, they reached the 9th fairway and the young man found himself with a tough shot. There was a large 
pine tree directly between his ball and the green. 
After the young man spent several minutes debating how to hit the shot, the old man said, “You know, when 
I was your age I’d hit the ball right over that tree”. 
With that challenge placed before him, the youngster swung hard and hit the ball, which smacked solidly 
into the tree and dropped to the ground about one foot from where it had originally lay. 
The old man remarked, “Of course, when I was your age that pine tree was only 3 feet tall”. 
 

 Historic registration 
Changes have been made to the Conditional Registration Scheme so that it now includes Hot Rods as well 
as LHD and Historic Vehicles that comply with the Code. The registration of Hot Rods will of course be 
administered through the Hot Rod bodies who have strict guidelines for the construction of those vehicles. 
The main changes affecting this Club are on page two of the circular put out by the Department.  
Statutory Declarations will be required from vehicle owners annually (or their vehicles inspected) declaring 
that their cars still comply with the code or have not been modified since being historically registered and 
the vehicle will need to be sighted by your Club Registration officers and inspected once every 3 years to 
ensure that no modifications have been made since registration under the scheme. While we have yet to 
organise these procedures there is no reason to think that the inspection, which needs only be a cursory look 
over the vehicle, cannot be done when the vehicle attends a Club function or rally. The Federation is 
organising a Statutory Declaration form and these can probably be distributed and presented to the Club 
Registration Officer when owners Log Books are stamped each year. 
Obviously this is now the law and as the leaflet states very clearly the onus is on the owners to comply with 
these legal requirements but for any questions please ask your Club Registration Officers 

Usual procedure, can anyone identify this car.  We 
believe that the photograph was taken in Brisbane. 
 
No big prizes, just the satisfaction of being smarter 
than the average, or actually knowing what the car 
is. 
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